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we can all be encouraged and learn from these experiences as we continue in our work.

serve our students. Creativity and personal motivation take center stage here, and I think

realities exemplify what our organization is doing to innovate at high speeds to better

has been challenging. These stories of a faculty member and a staff member's current

I am impressed with how our employees have stepped up in so many ways, though it

working extremely hard to accommodate our students through it all.

experiencing another historic moment, I know we at Lone Star College have been

freedoms available to us because of that historic day in 1776, we remember the work of
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allowed me to dig deeper into my own creative solutions, conceptually and

teaching is art to me... the circumstances with limitations of resources might have

"I think being openminded and flexible might have made some positive differences. The

back again as one large art project that blended her creativity with assistance from

approach her assignments virtually and creating an online exhibition for her students'

success. She was able to create art out of what was at first messy, finding new ways to

that those two heroes took my hand and walked with me and guided me," Omori said.

"It's been an amazing journey. I use the word journey because this is a world (of

crucial moment to help.

wouldn't be where she is today without these two individuals who stepped in at a

online courses so that her students wouldn't fall behind. Omori maintains that she

Kingwood's Dean of Instructional Support Kaleigh VonDerVor also helped Omori build

creativity.

through to the other side-now thriving in online instruction thanks to hard work and

tool we have right now is perseverance to overcome our present challenges together.

ways to serve our students during this unprecedented time. Perhaps the most valuable

the teacher had become the student.

of hundreds of people on campus. This individual attention helps First-Time-in-College

aid presentation to one person on a live webinar that he did when he was in a room full

Nicanor focuses on meaningful work in his other tasks, too. He'll give the same financial

out," Nicanor said.

"It just boils down to having empathy for people. We may not be able to see distant into

humility at a time when it's not possible to meet face-to-face.

any way. We're here," Nicanor said.

many have lost jobs as a result of the pandemic, he is doing as much as possible to

I'm a strong believer in building bridges and partnerships with other departments,

great deal of value in these actions. He is doing his part to impact our students at a

prefer to do his work without public recognition, it's worth mentioning that there is a

This is a mountain if there ever was one. Nicanor is moving this mountain stone by

time, linking them to the resources they need to continue in their education.

One of the most pressing matters Nicanor has a hand in is reviewing applications for

The Team Effort from Teacher to Student and Back Again

A Journey Amid the Pandemic:

The Impact of Caring When It Matters Most

Juan Nicanor is working hard at Lone Star College, serving others has always been his focus.
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he is now based. Nicanor began as a work-study

school just down the street from LSC-North Harris, where

expanded. He grew up in this area, attending high

result of COVID-19, Nicanor's mission has only

as a financial aid advisor.
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